Total Broadcast Cabling Solutions

WireLUX - Premium Audio Cables

WireLUX is Wireworks own line of audio cables. Each product is
carefully designed and crafted to provide luxurious flexibility while

100% shielding

meeting specs stringent enough to satisfy the most demanding

Shielding is vital in many audio cables and WireLUX has it! MusiLUX,

professionals, studio technicians, engineers and musicians.

InstaLUX and StudiLUX cables all have 100% shielding so you

WireLUX is the most flexible range of specialized audio cables available.
You don’t have to fight this cable! It stays super pliant in the wide range
of temperatures usually encountered and, because it has virtually no
memory, it lays out flat and, after the event, is easy to coil and store.

don’t have to worry about interference from outside. The shielding
is achieved by means of an extruded carbon loaded conductive
thermoplastic shielded which surrounds the conductors in each pair.
A drain wire is included to facilitate termination. The result is a shield
that won’t break, crack or deteriorate with use and remains effective

But that’s just part of the story. The WireLUX products are designed

throughout the life of the cable.

to have superior durability. The jacketing material, although extremely

The incredible “One Second Strip”

flexible, is designed to resist damage and abrasion while at the same
time helping to maintain the integrity of the conductor positioning.
WireLUX cables are used extensively worldwide and feature in the
widest range of installations and on-the-road systems. From Broadway
to large and small churches, from network broadcasting to local bands,
from headliners to film-makers and from touring military bands to major
sports events you will find WireLUX cabling standing up to the hard work
of being used every day.

A 100% shield is great with an audio cable but can make the preparation
of the cable into a really painful experience. NOT SO WITH WireLUX!
The MusiLUX, InstaLUX and StudiLUX cables all feature the incredible
“One Second Strip” advantage! The tedium of preparing a cable
for termination has been removed. There is no spiral, or worse yet,
braided shield to tackle after the outer jacket has been removed. With
WireLUX, a basic strip tool handles the jacket and the shield in one
action – the incredible One Second Strip. Then remove the jackets on
the conductors and you are ready to finalize the termination. It’s easy,
simple and fast. This will save you a lot of time and heartache!
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WireLUX Professional Audio Cables
Features Overview
Ultimate professional microphone

One pair 22 AWG (30x36) BC conductors, 0.015” PE color coded

cable -100% shielded - “incredible

insulation, 100% CTP shield with 22 AWG (30x36) BC drain wire,

1 second strip”, in black, brown,

0.029” UFPVC satin finish jacket available in 10 resistor colors.

red, orange, yellow, green, blue,

Overall diameter: 0.25” in 500 Ft. spools, weight: 19 lbs.

violet, grey, and white satin-finish
jackets.

Ideal color-coded installation cable

One pair 24 AWG (7x32) TC conductors, 0.01” PVC color coded

- small diameter, easy and fast

insulation, 100% CTP shield with 24 AWG (7x32) TC drain wire,

termination and 100% shielded, in

0.016” UFPVC satin finish jacket available in 10 resistor colors.

black, brown, red, orange, yellow,

Overall diameter: 0.15” in 500 Ft. spools, weight: 10 lbs.

green, blue, violet, grey, and white
jackets.

Luxurious fast-strip multi-channel

Four or eight color coded InstaLUX cables in a 0.05” UFPVC black

interconnection cable - contains

satin finish outer jacket. Jacket thickness/overall diameter/500

four or eight, 100% shielded, color

Ft. spool weight: StudiLUX4 - 0.05”/0.47”/54 lbs.; StudiLUX8 -

coded InstaLUX cables, covered

0.05”/0.64”/109 lbs.

with a black satin finish jacket.

Superb multipair interconnect cable

Four, eight, twelve or sixteen pairs 26 AWG (30x40) OFBC,

- ultra flexible, black satin jacket,

0.01” XLPE insulation, 99% spiral shield (96x38) OFBC with 26

in four, eight, twelve and sixteen

AWG (7x34) OFTC drain wire. UFPVC black satin finish outer

channels each with a numbered

jacket. Jacket thickness/overall diameter/500 Ft. spool weight:

jacket.

UltraLUX4 - 0.03”/0.37”/32 lbs.; UltraLUX8 - 0.05”/0.49”/61 lbs.;
UltraLUX12 - 0.06”/0.62”/94 lbs.; UltraLUX16 - 0.06”/0.68”/127 lbs.

Super-flexible loudspeaker cable

Two, four, six or eight 13 AWG (49x30) BC conductors,

- 49 strand 13 AWG conductors,

0.028” color coded insulation. UFPVC black satin finish

black satin finish pressure extruded

outer jacket. Jacket thickness/overall diameter/500 Ft. spool

jacket, in two, four, six and eight

weight: SpeakerLUX2 - 0.039”/0.36”/47 lbs.; SpeakerLUX4

conductors.

- 0.039”/0.43”/71 lbs.; SpeakerLUX6 - 0.043”/0.50”/100 lbs.;
SpeakerLUX8 - 0.047”/0.57”/127 lbs.
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